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Abstract: How can we project uncertainty about model variable(s) X through a function f to characterize
the uncertainty about Y = f (X) when f itself has not been precisely characterized? Although the general
problem of how to quantitatively express and project model uncertainty though mathematical calculations
in a risk analysis can be addressed by only a few strategies, all of which seem either dubious or quite crude,
there are a variety of special cases where methods to handle model uncertainty are rather well developed
and available solutions are both comprehensive and subtle. For instance, uncertainty about the shapes of
probability distributions can be captured as credal sets or p-boxes. Likewise, uncertainty about the
stochastic dependencies between distributions can be projected using Kolmogorov–Fréchet bounding.
Numerical experiments suggest that there is also another special case of model uncertainty that can be
addressed fairly robustly: when evidence of the statistical relationship between variables has been
condensed into regression analyses. In this case, simple computational strategies can be employed to obtain
conservative bounds on Y.
Keywords: model uncertainty; model-form uncertainty; enveloping; bounding; regression; polynomial
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1. Introduction
In some areas of science, the appropriate model to use for a particular situation is well established.
However, in many if not most areas, there is still quite a bit of controversy among scientists about how to
best describe the physical interactions in a system. This is especially often the case in new areas of science
and in scientific fields where empirical investigation is difficult or expensive. It is also true in domains of
study involving performance of new materials or new system designs, and behavior of systems under
abnormal or extreme conditions. These domains are very commonly encountered in risk assessments.
The phrase ‘model uncertainty’ refers to that incertitude about the correct form that the model should
take. Are the mathematical expressions right? Are the dependencies and interactions among physical
components reasonably and accurately represented? Are the submodels appropriate for the situation and do
they mesh together coherently? Have the relevant and essential underlying physical or biological processes
been appropriately represented? The model in a risk assessment includes all the structural decisions made
by the analyst or modeler that govern how the parameters interact. Each of these decisions is in principle
subject to some degree of doubt. Model uncertainty is about whether or not those parameters are combined
together in the right way. In most cases, model uncertainty is a form of epistemic uncertainty because we
are unsure whether their constructions are reasonable and complete. (It would be aleatory uncertainty only
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if the structure of the governing model were itself to change over time, across space, or among components
in some population.)
Model uncertainty has various names in the literature, including model structure uncertainty (Walker et
al. 2003), model-form uncertainty (Oberkampf and Roy 2010), and structural uncertainty (IPCC 2007).
Model uncertainty is distinguished from parametric uncertainty, which is the uncertainty about the value or
values of a particular constant or variable. Risk analysts have many computational tools available to them to
assess the consequences of parametric uncertainty. But analyses consist of statements about both parameter
values and the model relationships that tie the parameters together. An important source of uncertainty in
risk assessments is doubt about the structure of the model or the form of the risk expression. In fact, it is
sometimes quantitatively more important than all other sources of uncertainty (e.g., Linkov and Burmistrov
2003; Refsgaard et al. 2006; inter alia). Yet this uncertainty is rarely even acknowledged, much less
accounted for in a comprehensive way. Almost all risk analyses and, indeed, statistical analyses in general
neglect this source of uncertainty entirely. Ignoring model uncertainty could lead to over-confident
inferences and decisions that are more risky than one thinks they are. A risk analyst who constructs a single
model for use in an assessment and then uses it to make forecasts is behaving as though the chosen model is
actually correct. Draper (1995) argued compellingly that model uncertainty should be taken very seriously
in computing forecasts and calculating parameter estimates. But just how should this be done?
Section 2 briefly reviews several general schemes that intend to account for model uncertainty,
including sensitivity analysis, model averaging into stochastic mixtures, Bayesian model averaging, and
enveloping. Section 3 describes some important special cases where model uncertainty can be
comprehensively characterized using the methods of probability bounds analysis. Section 4 focuses on
issues that arise when models have been characterized using statistical regression analyses.

2. General Approaches
There are four general approaches for handling model uncertainty, which are briefly reviewed in turn.
Sensitivity analysis. Perhaps the simplest way to address model uncertainty is to repeat the analysis or
calculation for each possible model and present the collection of outputs as the results. This approach has
been used by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in its forecasts about future climate (cf. IPCC
2001). The approach is mathematically trivial and computationally straightforward, and it is easy to explain
to others as a ‘what if’ analysis. Its main drawback is that it has combinatorial complexity. For example, in
analyzing climate change scenarios, the number of times the analysis must be repeated might be the number
of possible models for carbon emissions multiplied by the number of possible models for population trends,
itself multiplied by the number of possible models about mitigation plans. Every issue in a complex
assessment might in principle unfold into a variety of possible models, and the number of analyses that
must be undertaken is the product of the counts of such models across all model issues in doubt. The
computational costs of this approach may be tolerable on modern computers, but the effort needed to
summarize and document the range of possible outcomes can quickly become burdensome. The approach is
also limited to situations in which the possible models can be comprehensively enumerated by the analyst.
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Monte Carlo model averaging. A traditional Monte Carlo analysis might handle model uncertainty by
creating a new parameter, say m, to represent which model to use and varying the model used in simulations
according to random values of this value over many replications. This approach is in fact widely used and
recommended in practice (e.g., Apostolakis 1995; Morgan and Henrion 1990; cf. Cullen and Frey 1999).
For example, if there are two possible models, the m parameter would be represented as a Bernoulli random
variable taking on both possible values with even probabilities, or perhaps with probabilities determined by
the relative likelihoods that either model is the right one. These likelihoods can represent the differential
credibilities that the analyst would assign to the two models. Whenever these likelihoods are unknown and
the analyst does not think either model is more credible than the other, the traditional approach is to assume
both models are equiprobable. If there are several possible models, then the parameter m would be a more
general discrete variable, whose values would again be equiprobable unless the relative probabilities of the
different models were known or assumed by the modeler. Finally, if there are infinitely many models
possible, but they can be parameterized in a single-dimensional family, then a continuous version of the
parameter m can be used. In all cases, values for this variable are randomly generated in the Monte Carlo
simulation, and which model is to be used in one of the replications is determined by the random value.
Typically, the model selection would happen in the outer loop of a two-dimensional simulation (in which
the inner loop simulated variability), but this is not essential. The result of the Monte Carlo simulation
depends then on a randomly varying model structure. This approach requires that the analyst know, and be
able to enumerate or at least continuously parameterize, all the possible models.
Bayesian model averaging. The Bayesian approach to handling model uncertainty, which is called Bayesian
model averaging (Raftery et al. 1997; Hoeting et al. 1999), has essential similarities to the Monte Carlo
model averaging approach, and it will typically produce similar if not identical results. Until very recently,
Bayesian analysts chose a single model and then acted as though it had generated the data. Bayesian model
averaging recognizes that conditioning on a single selected model ignores model uncertainty, and therefore
can lead to underestimation of uncertainty in forecasts. The Bayesian strategy to overcome the problem
involves averaging over all possible models when making inferences about quantities of interest. Draper
(1995) suggested employing standard techniques of data analysis, but when a good model is found,
embedding it in a richer family of models. By assigning prior probabilities for the parameters of this family
of models and treating model selection like other Bayesian parameter estimation problems, this approach
produces a weighted average of the predictive distributions from each model, where the weights are given
by the posterior probabilities for each model. The prior probabilities assigned to each model can represent
the differential credibility an analyst ascribes to it. By averaging over many different competing models,
this approach incorporates model uncertainty into conclusions about parameters and predictions. In practice,
however, this approach is often not computationally feasible because it can be difficult to enumerate all
possible models for problems with a large number of variables. However, a variety of methods for
implementing the approach for specific kinds of statistical models have been developed. The approach has
been applied to many classes of statistical models including several kinds of regression models (Hoeting et
al. 1999).
Bayesian model averaging and the Monte Carlo model averaging strategy are similar in that they both
use what is essentially a stochastic mixture of the competing models. Aside from the technical burden of
parameterizing the space of possible models and assigning a probability to each, there is a far greater
problem with the approach that these strategies use. In representing model uncertainty as a stochastic
mixture of the possible models, this approach effectively averages together incompatible theories (Finkel
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1995). It is equivalent in this respect to the approach to modeling what is fundamentally incertitude as an
equiprobable stochastic mixture (the uniform distribution). This approach is due originally to Laplace, but
when it is applied in risk analysis to the study of distributions (rather than estimating point values), it can
underestimate the true tail risks in an assessment. The potential results are distributions that no theories for
any of the models would consider reasonable.
Enveloping. A more reasonable strategy might be to use an envelope of the models rather than an average
or mixture of models. Because model uncertainty typically has the form of doubt about which of a series of
possible models is actually the right one, such an approach would propagate precisely this doubt through
subsequent calculations. In this sense an enveloping approach would clearly be more comprehensive than
the traditional approach based on model averaging, in the same way an interval bounding a set of real
values is a better characterization of the uncertainty of the set than its average is. Averaging is a way to
handle uncertainty, but not a way to account for or propagate it. An average erases uncertainty rather than
really accounts for it.
Note that an enveloping approach would also be able to handle non-stationarity of distributions, which
is another important source of uncertainty that is usually ignored in traditional assessments for lack of a
reasonable strategy to address it. Unlike sensitivity analysis and the Monte Carlo and Bayesian model
averaging strategies, an enveloping approach can work even if the list of possible models cannot be
enumerated or parameterized. So long as we can somehow bound the regions in any output or intermediate
variables that depend on the choice of the model, we can represent and propagate the uncertainty about the
model in a comprehensive way. The next section gives some examples of how such bounding can work to
characterize model uncertainty.
The limitations of the enveloping approach are (1) it cannot account for differential model credibilities
as the model averaging approaches can, (2) it cannot make use of any available data as Bayesian model
averaging does, and (3) it does not account for ‘holes’ in the set of possible models as model averaging and
sensitivity analysis do.
Numerical example. Let us contrast the four general approaches to model uncertainty using a small
numerical example. Suppose that the function f is one of two possibilities. Either f(A,B) = fPlus(A,B) = A + B,
or f(A,B) = fTimes(A,B) = A  B is the correct model, but the analyst does not know which it is. Thus the
model uncertainty is that we are not sure whether we should be adding or multiplying to combine to two
inputs together. To make the example concrete and simple, let A ~ N(0, 1) and B ~ N(5,1), normal random
deviates. To see the effect of accounting for prior differential credibilities of the models, let us suppose the
analyst thinks that fPlus is twice as likely as fTimes. To see the effect of Bayesian model averaging using data,
we can suppose there is a single observation from the distribution of f(A,B) which is, say, 2.1.
Figure 1 shows the two possible distributions for f(A,B) which are fPlus(A,B) = N(5, 2) and fTimes(A,B) 
N(0, 26). The Monte Carlo model average, computed as the (vertical) average of the fPlus and fTimes
functions with weights p=2/3 and (1p)=1/3 respectively, is shown as a gray cumulative distribution on the
right graph. The Bayesian model average instead uses the weights pLP/(pLP+(1p)LT) = 0.489 and
(1p)LT/(pLP+(1p)LT) = 0.511, where LP and LT are the respective likelihoods (probability densities)
associated with the datum 2.1 from fPlus and fTimes. It is shown as the inner black distribution function on the
right graph. The sensitivity analysis approach uses the pair fPlus and fTimes which are the outer black
distributions that the analysis started with. Their envelope is depicted as the shaded region on the right
graph.
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Figure 1. Uncertainty about two possible models (Times, Plus in left graph), characterized by enveloping (shaded region), Monte
Carlo model averaging (gray curve), Bayesian model averaging (interior black curve), or sensitivity analysis (outer curves).

3. Special Cases
How can one bound a class of models without enumerating or parameterizing them? There are several
examples of how this can be done. The manifestations of model uncertainty are extremely numerous, but
there are some particular forms for which useful bounding approaches have been developed. These include
uncertainty about distribution family, intervariable dependence, choice among specific competing theories,
and choice among unknown theories when consequences are bounded. This section briefly reviews
enveloping strategies for handling these situations.
Uncertainty about distribution shape. Model uncertainty about distribution family is the focus motivating
the development of both robust Bayes methods (Berger 1984; 1985; Wasserman 1992) and the analytical
techniques for probability boxes (Ferson et al. 2003; Berleant 1996). It is fair to say that an analyst using
these techniques could conduct a distribution-free risk analysis that makes no assumptions about the
families of statistical distributions from which variables are drawn. Obviously some assumptions or
evidence is necessary (such as constraints on the range or moments, or empirical sampling data), but no
assumption about the statistical family of distributions need be required. These techniques allow an analyst
to fully explore the consequences of model uncertainty about distribution shape, and they therefore
represent a scheme for distribution-free risk analysis.
Figure 2 depicts several example p-boxes for different sets of constraints. The ordinate for each graph is
cumulative probability from zero to one. The abscissas are the possible values of different random
variables. For instance, in the upper, leftmost graph, if an analyst only knows the possible range for a
particular random variable, the rectangular p-box which includes all distributions that have supports inside
that range can be used to represent the analyst’s state of knowledge. If the analyst additionally knows the
mean in addition to the range, the p-box will be tighter, as depicted in the leftmost graph on the second row
in the figure. Knowing the median instead of the mode implies a still tighter p-box that is pinched to a point
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at the mode. The pinching happens because all matching distributions must go through this point at the
probability level of 0.5. Various other assumptions about modality, symmetry or dispersion result in the
other p-boxes depicted in the figure, which can generally be computed by straightforward constraint
analyses from any given set of specifications.
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Figure 2. Example probability boxes based on constraints about certain statistical characteristics without any assumption about the
distribution shape or family.

Notice that none of these p-boxes makes any assumption about the family or shape of the distribution
(such as normal, Weibull, etc.). Each depicted p-box encloses all distribution functions that have these
respective statistical characteristics, so any analysis based on such p-boxes can be comprehensive about the
model uncertainty respecting distribution shape per se (Ferson et al. 2003). On the other hand, these pboxes also enclose distributions that do not meet their respective specifications. For example, consider the
leftmost distribution that can be inscribed in the {min, mean, max} p-box on the left graph of the second
row. Unless specified otherwise, monotonicity is the only constraint governing distribution functions inside
p-boxes. A distribution that traces the left edge of this p-box would clearly not have the prescribed mean. In
most applications in risk analysis where analysts want to compute tail risks, the existence of such
unmatching distributions in the p-boxes makes no difference at all to the calculation of how likely extreme
outcomes might occur. If the analysis does need to exclude unmatching distributions, it may need to be
based on robust Bayes methods (Berger 1985) or perhaps credal sets (Levi 1980; Walley 1991) rather than
p-boxes, although these structures are usually not nearly as easy to compute with as p-boxes are.
Uncertainty about dependence. Techniques in probability bounds analysis also comprehensively account
for model uncertainty about the dependencies among random variables. Although independence is widely
assumed in risk assessment as a matter of convenience, in fact there is often considerable doubt about the
nature of the dependence among variables, and sometimes that uncertainty is close to total in that analysts
know essentially nothing about the possible dependencies. Because dependence among variables can very
strongly influence the distributions that arise as arithmetic functions of them, ignoring the uncertainty about
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dependence can lead to serious misestimation in risk assessments (cf. wishful thinking by Smith et al.
1992), and to underestimated tail risks that claim extreme events are less likely than they really are.
In general, dependence among random variables is captured in a copula which is a real-valued function
of two (or more) variables (the inverses of the distribution functions for the random variables). Solving a
problem originally posed by Kolmogorov, Makarov (1981), Rüschendorf (1982) and Frank et al. (1987)
developed the mathematical tools to compute bounds on sums of random variables about which only
marginal information is available. Williamson and Downs (1990) generalized these tools for other
arithmetic functions of random variables (i.e., generalized convolutions) and extended them to the case
when only bounds on the marginals are known. The bounds are called Kolmogorov-Fréchet bounds because
they make no assumption at all about the dependence between the random variables and yet strictly enclose
the possible distributions that arise as arithmetic functions of them. The resulting bounds are known to be
best possible (Frank et al. 1987; Williamson and Downs 1990) in the sense that they could not be narrower
without precluding some possible convolutions under some possible dependence.
Such Kolmogorov-Fréchet bounds are p-boxes as they are bounds on distribution functions (Ferson et
al. 2004). This makes them easy to use in risk assessments based on probability bounds analysis. In
practice, the effect of relaxing unwarranted independence assumptions all the way to making no assumption
about dependence sometimes makes a big difference in the final result of the analysis, but sometimes it
makes only a negligible one. The outcomes dependence on the function combining the inputs together, the
breadths of uncertainties of the inputs, and the other dependence assumptions in the model.
Figure 3 shows two examples of addition. The ordinate of each graph in the figure is cumulative
probability, and the abscissas are values of the indicated random variable. In the left column of graphs, the
addends are precise probability distributions. Their sum appears below them as a p-box whose breadth
arises from the uncertainty about the dependence between the random variables a and b. In the right column
of graphs, the addends start out as p-boxes, so their sum contains both the parametric uncertainties about the
addends as well as the uncertainty about their dependence.
Note that the Kolmogorov-Fréchet bounds on the answers are not equivalent to those obtained by
merely computing the results under all possible correlation coefficients from −1 to +1; they are in fact often
considerably wider. In fact, no sensitivity analysis could possibly comprehensively characterized model
uncertainty about the dependence relations between variables. The variety of copulas that define them make
such a problem infinite-dimensional which effectively precludes any simulation-based approach. Yet,
because they are based on bounding, the Kolmogorov-Fréchet p-boxes are sure to contain the sum (or
product or whatever) of the distributions.
Choice among specific competing theories. In a variety of cases, there are two or a few models that have
appeared in the relevant scientific literature as descriptions of an incompletely understood phenomenon.
Toxicologists, for instance, routinely argue about whether the extrapolation of toxicant responses to very
low doses should be modeled linearly or nonlinearly. Likewise, ecologists often debate about whether a
biological population should be modeled with the Ricker or BevertonHolt function for density
dependence, and about whether trophic interactions should be modeled with the LotkaVolterra preydependent equation or the ArditiGinzburg ratio-dependent equation. Climatologists collectively are not
sure about whether the increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gases in the atmosphere will cause the earth’s
climate to get progressively warmer, or whether released fresh water from melting Arctic ice sheets might
affect salinity gradients and thereby precipitate a new ice age by disrupting the global ocean currents that
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today keep the northern hemisphere warm. Engineers might argue about whether an untested system design
will produce a laminar or turbulent flow.
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Figure 3. Examples of Kolmogorov-Fréchet sum convolutions of distributions (left) and of p-boxes (right).

If model uncertainty can be narrowed to a controversy among a finite list of specific competing
theories, then in principle any of the four general methods for handling model uncertainty could be
employed. Monte Carlo model averaging or Bayesian model averaging might be reasonable strategies if
different mechanisms appear to be acting in different circumstances, so that the system is a stochastic
mixture of different outcomes. On the other hand, if there is no particular evidence of actual variability like
this, then the preferred strategy would treat the uncertainty as epistemic. In this case, disparate outcomes
from the various possible models often cannot sensibly be averaged. What would it mean to average a
warmer climate with an ice age? Even if small differences in initial conditions could cause the system to
switch between the domains, stochastic mixtures would seem to be an inappropriate characterization of the
model uncertainty if the expected eventuality is that the system lands in one domain and not the other.
Treating uncertainty in such a system as though it were necessarily variability is to conflate epistemic and
aleatory uncertainties. Just as not knowing the value of a quantity does not imply the quantity is varying,
not knowing which model is the right one to use does not justify assuming each model governs the system
part of the time.
To account for epistemic uncertainty about which of a list of competing models is the correct model,
one can instead translate the forecasts from each model into separate distributions of possible model
outcomes, just as would be done in a mixture approach, but then form the envelope of these distributions.
Such envelopes are of course p-boxes, the breadths of which represent model uncertainty. These p-boxes
are used as single objects in subsequent calculations so they escape the combinatorial complexity of a
sensitivity analysis approach. Note that this approach will yield correct bounds which should still enclose
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the true results even if there actually was unrecognized variability that the analyst treated as epistemic
uncertainty.
Many analysts reflexively make the criticism that bounding approaches may lead to very wide
uncertainties. Surely it is true that bounding can yield large uncertainties, but the width of the uncertainty
may be irrelevant if those bounds can be shown to be best possible or are otherwise small enough to lead to
useful risk analyses that support effective decision making. In any case, it is better to have a correct analysis
that honestly distinguishes between variability and incertitude than an analysis that depends on unjustified
assumptions and wishful thinking. A correct analysis does not mistake ignorance on the part of the analyst
for variability in a natural system. Of course it is always easy to get tight estimates of uncertainty if we’re
not constrained to account for what is known and what is not known. If the price of a correct assessment is
broad uncertainty as an admission of limitations in our scientific knowledge, then we must pay that price.
Yet certainly not all distributions inside an envelope are necessarily possible. Just as there may be
distributions inside a p-box optimally constrained by given statistical characteristics that do not match those
characteristics, these model uncertainty envelopes are likely to include outcome distributions that do not
arise from any theory considered possible. Indeed, the envelope will include the mixture distribution.
Because there are only limited ways to practically exclude distributions from the set represented by a p-box,
it may be necessary to use Robust Bayes methods or more generally imprecise probability methods with
credal sets rather than p-boxes if it turns out to be important to exclude some distributions from the
envelope of possible distribution. This probably will not be a concern if the focus of the analysis is tail
risks.
Choice among an infinite variety of models with boundable outcomes. Even in situations where we cannot
list the possible models because there are infinitely many of them, it may still be possible to bound the
consequences of model uncertainty. The methods discussed above that account for uncertainty about
distribution shape and intervariable dependence are examples. Another case is a model that determines a
probability value. We know that the probability is constrained to the interval [0,1], no matter what the
model is. Other nontrivial cases may depend on specific knowledge of the physics or engineering of the
system under study. Note that it is often possible to bound the results, even when we cannot form a mixture
distribution. In many circumstances where this approach can be used, the models are extreme cases of a
continuum that captures the possible ways that a phenomenon could work.
Of course competing models are not necessarily like poles of a continuum if they are the idiosyncratic
products from individual scientists or labs, so an arbitrary collection of models cannot generally be claimed
to bound possible outcomes. Furthermore, although there are several important forms of model uncertainty
that are amenable to a complete assessment by enumeration or bounding, there are, of course, other forms
of model uncertainties that remain difficult to address in comprehensive way, such as choice of what
parameters to use and choice about the level of abstraction and depth of detail to incorporate into the model.
For such uncertainties, the family of possible models may be infinite-dimensional and the analyst may lack
any natural way to bound the parameters that depend on the model selection.
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4. Regression Analysis
The general approaches to handle model uncertainty considered in Section 2 are methods of aggregating
disparate models any of which might represent the true structural relationships that govern the modeled
system. This section considers model uncertainty in the context of regression analyses in which there are
not obvious competing models that could be aggregated (Hoeting et al. 1999; Loquin and Dubois 2010).
Risk analysts often must cobble together assessments consisting of several models, typically originally
developed by others. This effort sometimes involves making use of previously published statistical models
that relate variables of interest in the assessment. In such cases, it is common for the risk analyst not to have
access to the original data, but only to a summary regression analysis that made it into the published paper.
How should risk analysts use such regressions in their assessments?
Consider the simplest case of a univariate least-squares linear regression which is based on a small
sample size. The traditional regression approach assumes that the form of the function is well known—in
this case, a straight line—but that its parameters are not known and need to be estimated from data. Suppose
that there are twenty sample X,Y-points, as depicted in Figure 4. We could subject those points to regression
analysis and obtain a best-fit line, as also depicted. We could pretend that this line is a perfect description of
the relationship between X and Y. We might therefore use it to translate every possible value of X into the
corresponding value of Y. The risk assessment then only requires projecting the uncertainty about X through
the precisely specified regression expression
Y = a + bX
for each possible value of X where the regression coefficients a and b are real-valued constants fitted to the
data. Some analysts in the past have acted as though the regression line in such cases sufficiently captures
the relationship between the variables, and have used the linear transformation it represents to predict a
value of Y for any value of X. Yet we intuitively recognize that even if X were a precise, real value, there
should be some uncertainty about the value of Y that comes simply from the fact that the linear regression is
estimated from a small collection of points scattered loosely around the line.
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Figure 4. A regression line cleaves through the scatter of hypothetical data points (open diamonds).
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Some risk analysts (e.g., EPA 2005) have suggested that the uncertainty about the regression should be
incorporated into the prediction, so that the uncertainty about Y would include the uncertainty about X, plus
some additional uncertainty that arises from the regression analysis itself, to take account of the fact that the
analysis selected a single regression line to describe the relationship between the variables about which
there is some doubt. They suggested projecting the statistical uncertainty about the regression coefficients a
and b through the regression equation. The uncertainty about a and b could be characterized as confidence
intervals, or better as normal distributions from which those confidence intervals were derived. The
calculation would then be
Y = N(a, sa) + N(b, sb)  X
where sa and sb are standard errors of the regression coefficients. This entails a multiplicative convolution
between the distributions of b and X, and another ordinary additive convolution between their product and
the distribution of a. In practice, assumptions of independence were used between all the inputs in this
calculation, even though the sampling distributions of the slope and intercept are not at all independent.
It is easy to demonstrate that the approach that merely projects coefficient uncertainty understates the
uncertainty about Y. It does not reconstruct the scatter of the original data points on which the regression
was based, which is what a risk assessment projection ought to do. Figure 5 illustrates the problem. The
open diamonds depict the population from which the observations used to compute the regression were
randomly drawn. Many points from this population are displayed here so that their true dispersion is
obvious. The filled diamonds are the scatter one gets from projecting the uncertainty about the coefficients.
The mismatch is clear and should be significant to risk analyses because this approach grossly
underestimates the true scatter. The underestimation actually gets worse as the sample size increases. Notice
also that the predicted points seem to be heteroscedastic over different values of X which is inconsistent
with the assumptions of linear regression.
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Figure 5. Original scatter of data (open diamonds) compared to predictions with only coefficients’ uncertainty (filled diamonds).
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A much more reasonable way to proceed is to use the actual linear regression equation
Y = a + bX + N(0, ),
with point values for a, b and , and an explicit normal distributed error term, for the predictions. As
depicted in Figure 6, this equation does reconstruct the scatter originally present in the data used to develop
the regression. That is, if we apply it to the original X-values used in the regression, we obtain a collection
of corresponding Y-values that jointly form a scattergram that is statistically similar to the original X,Y-data.
Instead of two convolutions as in the old approach, this reconstruction entails one convolution, between the
uncertain number a+bX (which is just a rescaling of X deviates) and the error term N(0,). In this case, the
independence assumption is clearly justified as it was one of the explicit assumptions in the original
regression analysis.
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Figure 6. Reconstructed scatter of points (filled diamonds) about a regression line through original data points (open diamonds).

Adding the estimated error term is not the only possible approach to reconstruct the scatter of the data
informing a regression analysis. Computing a prediction distribution (from which prediction intervals are
derived) for each X-value would be another method. In fact, prediction distributions can more reliably
account for the uncertainty associated with small sample sizes in the original regression. They would also
be wider when the X-values to be projected are outside of the original range of X-values used in the
regression so as to account for greater uncertainty attending to extrapolations.
The simple approach of adding back on the estimated error term to regression expressions seems to
extend simply to linear multivariate and polynomial regressions. In each case, the regression model
expresses the dependent variable as a real-valued function of the independent variable(s) plus a residual
error term which is a random distribution. Including the error term would seem likewise to be an essential
step whenever surrogate models such as response surface methods are used to simplify calculations.
Without the uncertainty analysis enabled by attending to the  error term, which represents the uncertainty
that has been left out of the regression model, the use of such reduced models could be highly misleading.
The essential parameter , known as the standard error of the regression, is not always reported in a
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published summary of a regression analysis. When it is missing, it can be computed from any of the
following sets of numbers:
– regression parameters a and b and their standard errors, and the sample size n,
– the coefficient of determination R2, a, b, n,
– mean sum of squares explained, p value,
– mean sum of squares explained, F value,
– sum of squares unexplained, n,
– mean sum of squares unexplained,
– standard error of the regression,
– the six regression quantities (n, X, X2, Y, Y2, XY), or
– the raw data Xi and Yi.
Thus the parameter  will be recoverable from all but the most cursory summaries of a regression analysis.
Uncertainty about the order of the regression equation. As already mentioned, traditional regression
assumes that the form of the function relating Y to X is well known and only its parameters need to be
found. This is arguably the zeroth approach to handling uncertainty about the function, because it totally
ignores this uncertainty. Yet there is a question about the regression’s choice of a linear model for the
functional relationship. Would a better model have been a quadratic rather than a linear model? Cubic? It is
well known that regression analysis does not necessarily reveal a model structure that actually reflects how
data were generated (Adams 1991). What if we do not know which order equation should have been used in
the regression analysis? Could a mistake in the form of the dimensionality or form of the model have a
substantial consequence for the results we infer when we use the regression analysis in a risk assessment?
In general, how should we handle ignorance about the correct regression model to use (linear, quadratic,
cubic, etc.) when we want to project uncertainty in an X-variable through a function about which our only
information comes from sample data? Can we make conservative or otherwise reasonable estimates given
such uncertainty? Given that analysts typically do not know the correct order model to use in a regression
analysis, is there a conservative strategy they might use that accounts for this uncertainty? Can such a
strategy be applied when the regression analysis is obtained from published summaries and cannot be
changed by the analyst?
Simple numerical experiments reveal a conservative strategy for this problem. In these numerical
experiments, we assume that Y really is a function of X according to some high-order model
Y ~ a + bX + cX ² + dX ³ + ... + N(0, )
where a,b,c,d,... are particular real numbers and N(0, ) denotes a noise term, i.e., a normally distributed
random value with zero mean and some positive real standard deviation . Thus, we posit a true polynomial
model, about which we know both its order and the precise values of its coefficients, including its
scedasticity. We sampled n pairs (X,Y) from this hypothetical relationship with error. We then apply
polynomial regression to those sampled points to construct n + 1 regression models of orders 0, 1, ..., n. The
zeroth-order model is a fitted constant, i.e., the average, and the first-order model is the linear model. The
nth-order model goes through every sample point. These constructed regression models each have estimated
epsilon terms expressing residual uncertainties, which get small or zero as the order of the model
approaches the number of sample points.
We can now project uncertainty about the X variable, which might be expressed as a probability
distribution, through these constructed stochastic models of the function between X and Y. Because we
know the true model, we can also project the uncertainty about X through the true model directly and
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compare the answer it yields (which is the correct characterization of uncertainty about Y) to the estimates
produced by reconstructions of various orders. Several interesting and practically important observations
arise from these numerical simulations: (1) models of all orders yield conservative characterizations of the
variance of Y, (2) models of all orders yield reasonably conservative characterizations of the tail risks of Y,
and (3) the envelope of resulting predicted Y distributions expressed as a p-box is conservative in all
respects (i.e., it is effectively sure to enclose the real distribution of Y ). This p-box seems to represent the
model uncertainty induced in Y owing to the underlying uncertainty about X and the model uncertainty
about which degree polynomial is appropriate, contingent on the presumption that a polynomial model of
some order is appropriate. These observations suggest a very simple and inexpensive strategy for
computing conservative bounds on Y. Moreover, these expressions of uncertainty do not seem overly
conservative. It does not matter which order a prior regression analysis may have used. It is possible to
obtain appropriately conservative estimates of tail risks for Y = f (X ) whatever model was used.
Other causes of model uncertainty in regressions. There are, of course, a host of sundry reasons that the
function embodying a model might be uncertain, including a lack of mechanistic knowledge about the
process or system being modeled, small sample size, stochastic variation or imprecision in the data to which
the function is fitted, or a mismatch between the model’s predictions and relevant empirical evidence. This
section has already discussed sample-size-invariant strategies to redress the effect of stochastic variation in
the relationship being modeled, and at least one form of deficiency of mechanistic knowledge relating to
whether it should be linear, quadratic, cubic, or some other shape. But there may also be uncertainty about a
model because the model is fitted to or otherwise based on data that themselves have substantial
imprecision. Such imprecision can come from poor measurements, censoring or missing values. This can
occur in regression analyses, but it can also appear in likelihood functions in Bayesian inferences. Data
imprecision is very often neglected in statistical analysis, but sometimes it is so large that it cannot be
reasonably ignored. We have discussed elsewhere bounding strategies to account for imprecision in data
that has the form of intervals (Ferson et al. 2007). There may also be model uncertainty implied by a
mismatch between a model’s predictions and available empirical observations from validation or calibration
studies. It seems clear that the degree to which data contradicts a model’s predictions should be used to
characterize the model’s predictive capability, but exactly how to define this connection is the subject of
on-going discussions in engineering (Oberkampf and Roy 2010).

5. Conclusions
The central elementary question in the consideration of how to account for model uncertainty is how
uncertainty about a (possibly multivariate) variable X can be projected though an imperfectly known
function f to obtain a reasonable characterization of Y = f(X). The uncertainty about X might include either
aleatory or epistemic uncertainty or both, and it might be expressed simply as a collection of real values or a
precise probability distribution, or perhaps as an interval, p-box, or some more complex uncertainty
structure (Ferson et al. 2003). The form of Y will depend on that of X and the definition of the function f.
There are four general strategies to handle model uncertainty when it is manifested as a series of
competing models. The most flexible is a sensitivity or ‘what if’ analysis that simply keeps track of the
predictions made by all of the possible models. Although this approach is straightforward and does not
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conflate different kinds of uncertainties, it can only be applied when the list of possible models can be
explicitly and finitely enumerated, and it has combinatorial complexity as the number of submodels in an
assessment grows.
Monte Carlo model averaging and Bayesian model averaging are similar approaches in that they both
produce a synthesis of the competing models by forming a stochastic mixture of the probability
distributions of their outcome variables. These approaches are convenient because they condense the
bestiary of possible models to a single probability distribution. They can take account of differential
credibilities an analyst might ascribe to the different models, and Bayesian model averaging can even use
validation data to improve the specification of the mixture distribution. A limitation of these approaches is
that the competing models must be explicitly enumerated. A more serious disadvantage of the approaches is
that they average together incompatible theories producing outcome distributions that are supported by no
theory. This means that they can often potentially underestimate the probabilities of tail events which are
usually the focus of risk assessments.
Enveloping outcome distributions to form p-boxes is the fourth general approach to handling model
uncertainty. Like the model averaging approaches, the enveloping approach yields a single object for
computation so it does not suffer combinatorial complexity, and it does not conflate the different kinds of
uncertainties, or understate tail risks. However, it cannot presently account for relevant validation data or
differential credibility of the different competing models. The enveloping approach can comprehensively
address model uncertainty if its effects on variables in an assessment can be bounded somehow. It offers
particularly convenient solutions for several special cases of particular importance in risk analysis,
including the problem of not being sure about the shape or family of a probability distribution, and not
knowing the statistical dependence between stochastic variables.
Guidance about how risk analysts should address model uncertainty depends on whether it is possible to
enumerate and spell out what all the competing models are. When the models can be enumerated,
sensitivity analysis is preferable for its simplicity when it can handle all the questions that arise, but it may
not be feasible in big or complex problems. Monte Carlo averaging, although widely employed, seems to
have little justification, and is, at best, an ad hoc method. When data are abundant, a Bayesian approach
may be best, but otherwise, it may just be wishful thinking. Enveloping is always reliable, but may yield
results that are too uncertain. When the models cannot be enumerated, enveloping may be the only tenable
general strategy.
Because of the interdisciplinary nature of their charge, risk analysts often must cobble together
assessments by assembling several models together. They commonly use previously published statistical
regression models that relate variables of interest in the assessment. Simple and inexpensive computational
strategies enable risk analysts to make use of summary regression analyses that are common in the literature
without requiring any access to their original data. These strategies can be used to yield conservative
characterizations with respect to output variances and even tail risks.
In many respects, accounting for model uncertainty depends on an analyst being able to describe what
models are possible. It appears that no systematic approach to model uncertainly will be helpful if one has
no idea how a system works, or is unaware of the important processes and mechanisms that govern it. In
some risk assessment problems such as those focused on abstract notions like ‘ecosystem health’, it may not
even be clear what measurable and latent variables would be relevant to the analysis. In these cases, the
need is not so much for ways to account for model uncertainty, but rather for exploratory tools for theory
building and hypothesis generation.
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